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System i Agent Added to JAMS Enterprise Job Scheduling
6 April 2011 – MVP Systems Software, Inc., the leader in enterprise batch job scheduling and workload
automation software, has introduced a System i Agent for JAMS. With the System i Agent, organizations
now have JAMS managing and monitoring their System i (formerly known as AS/400) jobs and processes
alongside the jobs running on other platforms and applications.
The centralized JAMS Scheduler will also resolve dependencies that exist between processes running on
the System i server and other platforms like Windows, Linux, and UNIX. Using JAMS workflows, users
view a real-time diagram of the jobs running, the dependencies that exist between the jobs, and any
action items that may be executed based upon the results. From the JAMS GUI, users gain instant
access to the System i batch log files to view and report on the entire batch run.
“Our clients have been asking for System i support so we delivered,” states Rick Smith of MVP. “We
tested the System i Agent in more than a dozen existing client installations and the feedback was
extremely positive. Our users love the fact that we’ve added tremendous power to JAMS, and yet the
JAMS GUI remains extremely easy to navigate and manage.”
The new System i Agent is available immediately and can be downloaded at www.JAMSScheduler.com.
About JAMS (Job Access and Management System)
JAMS is the only job scheduling system built on a .NET framework. JAMS is the first enterprise job
scheduling system that can be leveraged by both IT Operations Personnel and Application Developers.
With its roots in Windows, JAMS also supports running processes across a variety of operating systems
(UNIX, Linux, System i, OpenVMS, etc.) and applications (SAP, SQL, Informatica, Oracle, etc.) To learn
more about JAMS, please visit www.JAMSScheduler.com or call 800-261-JAMS.
About MVP Systems Software, Inc.
For more than 20 years, MVP Systems Software, Inc. has provided leading-edge batch job scheduling
and workload automation solutions to its more than 750+ customers. Customers include household
names like JPMorgan Chase, Boeing, FINRA, Manulife Financial, Kaiser Permanente, The Hartford, and
the US Postal Service. MVP’s solutions are delivered in traditional software as well as SaaS models.
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